Abstract. The paper introduces some sets of double lacunary invariant sequences defined by four dimensional RH -regular matrices and Orlicz functions. First we study some basic properties of such sets by equipping them with linear topological structure. Further, we investigate some relationships among such sets under different conditions and finally compare with a set of double lacunary statistically convergent sequences.
INTRODUCTION
An Orlicz function is a function M W OE0; 1/ ! OE0; 1/ which is continuous, nondecreasing and convex with M .0/ D 0; M .x/ > 0 for x > 0 and M .x/ ! 1 as x ! 1:
An Orlicz function M is said to satisfy the 2 cond i t i on for all values of u, if there exists a constant K > 0, such that M.2u/ Ä KM.u/; u 0: Note that, if 0 < < 1;then M . x/ Ä M .x/ ; for all x 0:
In 1971 Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [6] used the idea of Orlicz function to construct the sequence space for single sequences as follows:
which is a Banach space normed by
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The Orlicz sequence spaces was further investigated from sequence space point of view and related summability theory by Esi [3] , Dutta [2] , Tripathy and Dutta [15] , Altin et.al. [1] and many others.
Let be a one-to-one mapping from the set of natural numbers into itself. A continuous linear functional on`1 is said to be an invariant mean or a mean provided that .a/ .x/ 0 when the sequence x D .x k / is such that x k 0 for all k 2 N; .b/ .e/ D 1, where e D .1; 1; 1; :::/ ; and .c/ .
For certain class of mapping every invariant mean ' extends the limit functional on space c, the space of all convergent sequences, in sense that
The space OEV is of strongly converge nt sequence space was introduced by Mursaleen [8] as follows: A sequence x D .x k / is said to be strongly converge nt if there exists a number L such that
If .m/ D mC1, then OEV D OEb c ; the space of strongly almost convergent sequences, was introduced by Maddox in [7] .
A double sequence x D x k;l has a P ri ngshei m li mi t L [10] (denoted by P limx D L) provided that given an " > 0 there exists an N 2 N such thatˇx k;l Lˇ< " whenever k; l > N: We shall describe such an x D x k;l more briefly as "P converge nt".
The four dimensional matrix A is said to be RH regular if it maps every bounded P converge nt sequence into a P converge nt sequence with the same P li mi t: The assumption of boundedness was made because a double sequence which is P converge nt is not necessarily bounded. Using this definition Robison and Hamilton, independently, both presented the following Silverman-Toeplitz type characterization of RH regulari ty.
Proposition 1 ( [5, 11] ). The four dimensional matrix A is RH regular if and only if RH 1 W P lim m;n a m;n;k;l D 0 for each k and l; RH 2 W P lim m;n P 1;1 k;lD1;1 a m;n;k;l D 1I RH 3 W P lim m;n P 1;1 k;lD1;1ˇa m;n;k;lˇD 0 for each lI RH 4 W P lim m;n P 1;1 k;lD1;1ˇa m;n;k;lˇD 0;for each kI RH 5 W P 1;1 k;lD1;1ˇa m;n;k;lˇi s P converge nt I RH 6 W There exist finite positive integers A and B such that P 
and q r;s D q r q s :
(see [7] ). The set of all double lacunary sequences denoted by N Â r;s and defined by Savaş and Patterson [13] as follows: For some relevant literature, we also refer to Savaş and Patterson [14] . Let Â r;s D f.k r ; l s /g be a double lacunary sequence, M be an Orlicz function, p D p k;l be a factorable double sequence of strictly positive real numbers and A D a m;n;k;l be a nonnegative RH regular summability matrix method. We now define the following new sets of double sequences:
uniformly in .p; q/ ; for some > 0
uniformly in .p; q/ ; for some > 0 and L
> = > ;
; and w
x D x k;l W sup m;n;r;s;p;q 1 h r;s
for some > 0
When M.x/ D x, for all x 2 OE0; 1/ we have the following sets of double sequences: When .p/ D p C 1 and .q/ D q C 1; we have the following sets of double sequences: When p k;l D 1; for all k; l 2 N, we obtain the following sets of double sequences:
uniformly in .p; q/ ; for some > 0 
MAIN RESULTS
In this section we shall investigate relevant properties of the sets defined in previous sections. 
A; p/ Â r;s and let 0 < " < 1 and ı with 0 < ı < 1 such that M .t/ < " for 0 Ä t < ı: We can write for each m and n X .k;l/2I r;s a m;n;k;l
On the other hand, we use the fact thať
where OEjtj denotes the integer part of t. Since M is Orlicz function we have
Now, let us consider the second part where the sum is taken overˇx k .p/; l .q/ Lˇ> ı: Thus
This and from (2.1) and RH regulari ty of A; we are granted that x D x k;l 2 w 2 .A; M; p/ Â r;s . Observe that in this part of the proof we did not useˇ 1: Letˇ 1 and x D x k;l 2 w 2 .A; M; p/ Â r;s . Sinceˇ 1 we have M .t/ ˇt for all t 0: It follows that x D x k;l 2 w 2 .A; M; p/ Â r;s implies x D x k;l 2 w 2 .A; p/ Â r;s and this completes the proof. 
Ä sup m;n;r;s;p;q . 
Let 2 C, then the continuity of the product follows from the following equality: 
Now from (2.2) we have,
This implies that x
is a Cauchy sequence of real numbers.
Using continuity of M , we have 
DOUBLE STATISTICAL CONVERGENCE
The concept of statistical convergence for single sequences was introduced by Fast [4] in 1951. Later, Mursaleen and Edely [9] defined the statistical analogue for double sequence x D x k;l as follows: A real double sequence x D x k;l is said to be P st at i st i cal converge nce t o L provided that for each " > 0 k; l/ 2 I r;s Wˇx k .p/; l .q/ Lˇ " «ˇD 0:
